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The thesis deals primarily with the study of Markov 
mesh statistical dependence and the use of this mesh 
/ 
assumption in pattern classification. The patterns 
f ~ 
. classified were binary random variables and came !rom 
one of two populations. The Markov m0r assumption was 
used to derive a discriminant functioJ with the aid of 
design samples. Test samples were classified. The POP-
ulation from which the test samples came were not known 




samples. The munber of errors o! classification were noted. 
The performance of the discriminant function based .. 
-
on the Markov as·swnption was compared to the performance 
of other ~scrin.d.nant functions obtained undei; other 
statistical assumptions. The Markov assumption performed 
as well as but not better than the other methods. 
I 
"°" The sample size problem is noted and discussed. This 
.... -- .... problem is as yet unsolved. 
' . \,. 
. A four~level linear normal discriminant i'u.nction was 
obtained and evaluated11 All evaluations were made using 



















. )JJ because the restriction. of small sample size is not as severe •.. 
• The number or errors wa_s ver., much greater than ,vlth those 
~ discriminant £unctions using other asswuption·s about the 
. 
probability. 











































II-Chapter 1 • . Introduction 
In the course of .each day, everyone is called upon 
to make many decisions. Some of these decisions are unique; 
. . - ~ ~ 
. the occasion for the decision occurs only seldom, while 
· the occasions :£or some other decisions occur frequently. 
•. ·-- J.> 
·-~ 
. ' 
A mat) worlting on an assembly line, inspecting a product and. 
.... 
ff,r 
deciding if it is faulty or not is an example of the latter 
type or decision. A.notlier example would be a sonar operator--
deciding if he was hearing a ship or a school of fish (if he 
is good enough, the type of fish could also be decided). 
-
Many of these routine dec~sions are simply classifications. 
In the above examples a sound is classii'iad into Group 1 , 
(ships), Group 2 (submarines), or Group J _(fish) and a 
pr~duct is classified ·as a good or a bad product. 
Instead of having man make these routine classifications, 
it would be desirable to have a ma.chine make this type of 
• 
classification and thus liberate men to make the more unique 
decisions. This has been done. Work dona in the field of 
11 pattern recognition" or "pattern classification" has 
acc.omplished this aim to a limited extent. For example, 
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aerial photograph and locates M-48 tanks ,,.(army military tanks) 
L" • ' r -
· on the photograph. The discBimination between tanks and non-
tanks ocours with a high degree of accuracy. 
· In classifying something one must first determine the 
characteristics or the object to be classified and then use 
these oharacteristics·to decide to which group the object 
belongs. In determining the characteristics, various 
measurements are ma.Qe.on the object. These measurements 
are then variables in a "discriminant function". The value 
.or the discriminant function determines in which group the 
,& 
object is to be placed. The problem 1n classification is 
to choose the correct discriminant function and to choose 
the proper measurements to make. Choosing.,., the best measure-
ments to make on an object is a difficult and unsolved_ problem. 
In this paper we assume that the measurements made are properly 
chosen and thus ignore this problem. The paper is concerned 
with examining various discriminant functions. 
There are two typea or· discriminant functiona. One type 
of discrimj nant function is baaed on assumptions concerning 
the statistical distributions of the populations from which 
the object~ come. Since each object of a given. population 
4 
.. 
"! ... ;; ••••• 
• 
...... 
i i . 
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:; .. .,_,:·,· .. 
• is not identical the measurement of a certain trait"wili ' ,., 
vary £rom object to object within the group. There will 
be some statistical distribution of the· measurements. This 
. is termed a _parametric approach. Dif.ferent statistical 
distributions of the measurements may yield different forms 
{i.e. linear, quad.radio, cubic, etc.) of the'discriminant 
functions. However, sometimes the form stays the same but 
/ 
different coefficients .result. The second type of discriminant 
function is one derived without assuming anything about the 
probab~li ty distribution of the variables. This type is · 
termed non-parametrice This paper is concerned primarily 
with the parametric type o! discriminant, £unction. An 
1 ~ ~ . 
asswnption o! Markov mesh statistical dependence is made 
and the discriminant function calculated. The discriminant 
!unction is used to classify objects. The number of misclass-
ifications is a measure of the performance of the discriminant 
function. The discrimination based on the Markov mesh 




different ~ssumption concerning the statistical 
distribution of the variables. Some work is also done with t ' . 
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~ Chapter 2. Theoretical Considerations 
. 
' Classi!ication Theory 
We consider the case where the individual (denoting 
,. 
either a person or an object) to be classified ~an come . 
from one of two populations (groups). Population 1 will 
· be denoted as o1 and population 2 as o2• An extension 
ot tpe following theory to more than ~wo populations can 
. 2 be made. 
Let X (a vector) denote the measurements made on 
i;he individual. 
X=(Je.i • ~• • • •' Xz-i) 
X is a· point in n-space. We divide the n-spaoe into two 
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Ii' X falls in ~ we say that ·the individual bela>ngs to 
'I 
o1 and ·it X .is in R2 we say that he belongs to G2• One 
' 
must accordingly determine the boundaries of the region 




criterion that the total loss incurred in- the classification~ 







decision . f 
1 2 
C( 1 /1) 0(2/1) 
C(1 /2) C(2/2) 
Here C(2/1) is the cost of saying that the individual 
belongs to G2 when in reality it belongs to G 1 • A similar 
inte~pretation is gi~en to C(1/2), c(2/2,, and 0(1/1). 
Asswne Xis distributed as P1(X) in o1 and P2(X) in a2 • 
(P1(x) and P2(X) are called probability density functi~ns 
of_X~) Let q1 denote the proportion of the universe occupied 
by a1 and q2 the proportion occupied by G2 • A measure of 
the total loss is then the cost of a classification multiplied 































the total loss is 
, L=C(1 /2) · [probability that X is in o2 and classified as G1] 
. . . . . ; 
- ·.. +c(2/1). ~robability that X is in G1 and classified as a2] 
· +c(1 /1) , (probability that X is 1n G1 and classified as G1] 
+c(2/2) • ~rObability that X is in G2 and classified as Gz] 
Where [prob.ibility that X t.s in G1 and cla~sii'ied as Gj] 
= (probability ot classifying X in Gj/X comes from Gi)·qi 
= qi P(j/i) • 
Therefore the expected loss becomes: 
;. 
L=C(1 /2)q2 J P2(x)dX R, 


















































R 1. -' 
. f p1 (X)dX. ,. 
R 
C(1/2)q2 +c(J/1)q1 
. + [[c(2/1)q1P1(X) - C(1/1)q1P1(x)] 
Rl 
We want to minimize L. To do this choose 82 so that 
.,,. 
P1 (X)q1 [ c(2/1 )-c(1 /1 B < P2 (X)q2 [ c(1 /2)-c(2/2)] 
< 
C(1/2) - C(2/2) • q2 = t 
C(2/1) - C(1/1) -
R1 is chosen so that 
-~· 
P1(x)/P2(X) is called the likelihood ratio. The value of 
" " 
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o1 and G2 • The likelihood ratio -may then. be used as ··a 
; discriminant function. Any monotonic function of the 
likelihood ratio which preserv.es the above inequalities 
may be used instead. The monotonic function is. used ii' 
it provides a discriminant .function easier to work with 
.,, 
than the likelihood ratio. 
• 
One particularly useful monotonic £unction is the 
logarithm. Taking the log of the likelihood ratio, we 
get the following discriminant function: 
' _,,,, 
choose G1 1! log P1{X) - log P2(X) ~ log t 
choose G2 if log P1 (X) - log P2(X) < log t • 
. ,, .. 
The discriminant function is a function of the measurements. 
The form depends on the nature o! P1 aI'ld P2• 
Discriminant Functions !or Normal Populations3 
The mu.ltivari~te normal density function is 
P(X)=P(x1 ,x2, ••• ,~) -. 
- 1 
- (2rr)n/2 lv/f 
_, 
a exp{-f(X-M) 1 V (X-M)) 
Here Vis the covariance matrix • 
..... ' 
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• .~ t\' 
vij = E[(~ - mi)(xj - mj)) and mi = E(xi). E(y) denotes 
the expected value 0£ y. M = (nti ,Dlz, •••, 111n) is the vector 
o~ means. X = (x1 ·~· ••• , ~) is the vector of the random 
variables xi·. Let M1· and ~ be the mean vectors of G1 and 
G2 respectively and v1 and v2 be the covariance 0£ G1 




Taking the logarithm, the discriminant £unction is ·obtaine"' 
as 
and the threshold is 
• 
.y t _,r-J •I 
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x•v (M1 - Ni> 
-~ 
and the threshold is 
... 
M1, M2, v1 • and v2 are called par~eters of the distribution. 
Binary Variables 
Instead ot having continuous variables , as in the • I 
case of,the normal distribution, one may obtain binary 
' 
variables. Binary variables may be the natural result 
of ~he measurements. The individual does or does not·have 
bro~ hair; he does or does not have blue eyes.·· These 
are all exax:iples o:f the measurements yiel~ binary results. 
Binary variables may also be the result of a preprocessing 
of. the 1neasurements • For example a photograph may be . 
converted .from a gray scale picture td a two-color, black 
and white picture. In any case binary variables do arise 
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Let I=(x1 , x2, ••• , ~) and assume each x1 i=1 , ••• ,n . 
are bi.nary and independent. Then P(X)=P(~ )P(x2) ••• P(:1n) 
Let P(~ = 1 ) = Oc!i • then P(~ =O )=1- Cr! i and 
P(J:i)=~1~(1-°'i) 1-Xj, 






.. = ao.a1 Xi·~ Xz ····~ Xn 
where n 
a = TT (1 .. cc.) 
0 i=1 i 
a. = · O(i 
l. 
1-~i 
Suppose P(X) is the distribution o! X in G
1
• 
have a Q(X) which is the distribution in o2 • 
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The b ~ s·.-_are defined in a manner similar to the definition 
• I 
of the a' s. The log or the likelihood ratio · is 
n 
L 10g :~ ~ x.1 1=1 . i µ I· 
. I 
This is the discriminant £unction for independent binary 
,I 
variables. The threshold is log t. 
Dependent Binary Variables3 
In general if' the Xj_ 1 fJ .. are not independent P(X) is a 
product involving 2n exponents. J 
( ) x1x2••• .x 
••••• a1 2 ~ - n • 
• ,.1• • • .n 
There are 2n exponents because then binar.v variables can 
take on 2n states. One exponent corresponds to one state • 
• 
For example, i£ n = J, there are 8 states the variables 
' 
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. Markav Chain 1 
J 
Consider n variables x1 , ~ • ••• , ~. A Markov chain 
dependency is one in which the probability of any variable, 
~ay ~' given all preceeding variables is equal to the 
probability of the variable given a predetermined, finite 
-number of variables immediately preceeding .:the variable. 
Thus tor a first order Markov chain 
I 




. ... ~- .. ·.~ . 
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The probability of~ depends only on the preceeding variable. 
For the r-th order Markov chain 
t" 
P(~/~ • •• xk-1 )=P(Xic/~-r•• ·~-1 ). 
The probability o! xk depends only on the preceeding r 
variables. I.f k-r is zero or negative, the probability . 
of~ depends only on the k-1 variables. 
~ 
For the first order Markov cha.in, a well lmown property 
I 
iS that P(X1tf./x1 ~· •• xj )=P(xk/xj). This is shown ,as follows: 
By definition_ 
P(X::/~ • • •Xic-1 )=P(xk/:itic.1) 
P(xj•• .~) , 
P(xj •• •Jeic_ 1) =--------~---P(~-···~-1) 
; '.i." 
= P(~/xj···Xic-1> ~ Pc~,Xi<:-1> 
:: 
~ P(xj•••4{) P(~ •••Xie) 





P(~ ••• xj.xk) 
P(~ ••• xJ) 
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P(1t )P(~/~ ) ••• P(Xicf 7i<,.1 )P(,c+1 /xk) ••• P(xn/~-1 ) 
= -~(Xi )P(~/~) • • .P(Xic+1 fX"ic-1) ..... P(x IXn-1) 











"' Thus any point is dependent only on its two nearest neighbors. 
Sjmilarly for the r-th order Markov chain, 
' 
P(~/X-JXz ... xk-1Xic+1 • ••Xn)=P(~/~-r•• •4{-14{+1 • •
0
•X"ic+r>• 
} Xi< is dependent only on its 2r nearest neighbors. 
We develop the discriminant fu.ncti,on for the first \1 
order Markov chain in the following manner. Let 
~=P(xi=1/JCi..1=0) and ~ 1=P(Xj_=1/xi-1=1). Also de!ine 
Xj_=O for i<1 and i.:>n. Then°'t=P(X-J=1), ~+1='3n+1=<>. 

















. . ,, X1 1•X1 rrll r. X.. D X:i.-1 (1-Xj_~ P(x.i ... X°n)=Cl(1 . (1-'\'1) 1=2lp i--:i.-11i (1- "'i) . J 
~ 
X [ °l (1·~-1 )Xj,(1- °'1> (1-~-1 H1-~) 
Taking logarithms: 
where n 
A.0 = I: log (1- ot1 ) i=1 
~=log 
B. = log J. . 
• r. 
+ log 1• l'l1+1 
1
- c<1+1 
- log c(i 
<>-, 1 c( 
- . 
. 1 
Likewise tor the second order Markov cha.in 
n n 
4!· 
+ f;J Ci~-2~ + t=J Di~-2 Xi..1~ 
n 
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. Bi = log P1 + lo,t:' .1- S' i+1 
- log 0( i - ·1og 1-~ i+1 
1-~ i 1- ~- 1 i+ 1-0Ci 1-°'i.+2 
,l(i , c1 = log log 0( i 
-1- r1. 1-0(1 
Di= log 1( i, 
- log cf i - log fl1 + log oci 
. 1-11 1-l' 1 1- P1 1-« i 
" 
., ... 
Here o< 1 = P(~=1/xi-2 =O, x1_1 =O) 
p i = P(xi =1 /xi-2 =O, xi-1 =1,) 
y 1 = P(~=1 /~-2 =1,,~1 =O) 
'>,. ii = ];>(~ =1 /x..i_..2 =1, x1_1=1) 
In like manner the joint probability may be determined 
r~ 
r !or other order Marl<:ov chains. There are 2 (n-r+1) -1 
coefficients for the r-th order chain. 
The discriminant £unction is obtajned !rom the expression 
!or the joint probability. Use a superscript 1 to identity 
.. 
coefficients pertaining to population 1 and a superscript 
2 to identify coefficients pertaining to p~pulati~~ 2. t 
Then the discriminant function becomes~(for the first order 
20 
) 
, . ' 
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n (1) » (2) 
+ t (Bi . - Bi ) ~1 ~ i=2 
1 
Markov Mesh 
Instead of having a linear or temporal sequence of 
variables, as in the Markov chain, we consider a two 
dimensional array of binary variables as in Fig. 2a. 
Such an array could result from a gray sea.la pioture being 
processed to yield a black and _white matrix. (The picture 
is divided into small squares. The squares are then made 
either black or white depending on· the characteristics of 
the gray scale picture.) By making certain assumptions 
similar to the assumptions made for the Markov chain, one 
obtains the Markov mesh distribution wherein the probability· 
of a given element is depend.ant only on certain of its 
nearest neighbors.. The development follows. 

















~ We· make the following definitions: 
., . 
( \'II 
I I I I 
:~. 
""' is an m x n matrix of binary variables (Fig. 2a.) A m,n 
xa,b is t~e variable in row a and column. _b 
a,b 
7.. is the non .. reotangular array ot all variables -m,n 
x1 . with i<: a or j < b (i.e. all variables ,J 
to the left of or above Xa.,b) (Fig. 2b.) 
Similar to the Markov chain, the Markov mesh yields the 
following defining equationr· \ 
P(Xa_,b/ Z::~) = P(xa,b/ Ua,b) 
where Ua bis some array of variables adjacent to but to the 
) ' 
. 
left of . or above xa, b. It may be shown that 
m n 
·p(Xm n) = 7T 
' 1=1 . 
Tf P(x. j/ u1 J.) j=i . ---i, • 
Various Ua O and the a , 
a,b 
and P(xa,bl~m,n) = P(xa,b/ Ya,b>• 
corresponding Ya,b are shown in Fig. J. 
,~m,n with the element xa,b deleted.) 
'" a, b V\ m,n is the arl·ay 



































































































• • .x1 ,b-1 
···~.b-1 
...:--
x1 ,b • • .x1 ,n 















Xm,b • ••Xm,n 
Xi ,b 
~.b 
•. ·~ ,n 















• • •Xm, b-1 
a,b 
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X ~ X X 
X a,b X alJb X 
X X 
X X X/'_ X X 
,: _ _,, -· 
. . . . X a,b X a,b·X 
X X X 
-- & -- I 11 I 
X X X X 
xx X X X X 
X Xa,b X X a,b X X 
X X X X 
X r-,----. X .. 
X X I X X X X 
X X X - X X X X X ( 
X X a.,b X X a,b X X 
·1 X X X X X 
X X X X -., .I\. 
' X X X X X X X l 
X X X X X X X X . 
X X a,b X X a.fib X X 
X X X X X 
~ X X X X X 
-
. Fig. 3 Spatial Configuration 0£ Some-Simple 
/'\.- .• ~· 
,r V · \, .. 
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\ ··--~-_---">• 
• 
This . is developed into a discriminant function by !ollowing 
the procedure ·used tor the Markov chain. Let 
.. 
8.tj = P(Xi_J =1/~1,j-1 =O, ~-1,j =O, X . i,j-1 =O) 
bij = P(Xj_j =1/x1_1,j_1=0, x. 1 j =O, l- • ~.j-1 =1) 
0 ij = P(Xj_j =1 /x.i.1,j-1 =O, Xi-1. ,j =1, X. =O) i,j-1 
~ = P(Xj_j =1 /~-1,j-1 =O, ~ 1 . =1, 
- ,J xi.j-1 =1) 
eij = P(~j =1/xi.1,j.1 =1, ~- 1 . =O, x. =O) 
- ,J i,j-1 
f'ij = P(xij =1 /~1,j-1 =1, ~ 1 · =O, 
- ,J ~.j-1 =1) 
gij = P(Xj_j =1/xi-1,j-1 =1 • x. 1 . =1, x. . 1 =O) 1- ,J l.,J-
.. h. . = P(xij =1 /x: 1 . 1 =1 , X. 1 . =1, xi,j-1 =1) 1J i- ,J- l- ,J 
.,Q,t- •• ,.,.,-f "'I . 
P(~m,n> can be written in terms of the eight above parameters. 
As in the_ case of the Markov chain the logarithm of this 
" 
--
probability is taken. The logarithm of the probability of 
.. 
a second population is subtracted to give the discriminant 
£unction. This is shown in the . Appendix, 
Markov Tree 
The above Markov mesh and chain are special cases of 
. 4 .5 . 
the Markov tree. • A Markov tree dependency is one in whioh 
a variable is dependent on one or more·othar variables whi~h 
,.. . 
\ . -~ 
.v· 2S 























































_ .. } 
have no -special spatial or temporal relationship to the ·· 
primary variable. For exan1ple. in the first order tree 
n ~ 
· P(x1 .. •Xn) = n P(2i/xj(i)), o~j(i)<i. j(i) is all~ 
integer the value of which is dependent on i. · If j(i)=O. 
P(:iti/xj(i)) =P(~). It is·noted that j(k) may equal j(l). 
Likewise for the second ora.er tree 
n 
P(Je.i~ ... ,i)= ~ P(2i/xj\i) xm(i)). · 
Here 0~ j (i) < i and O~m(i)< i. Again if j{i)=O or ii' m(i)=O, 
the probability of.~ is not dependent on xj(i) or Xzn(i) 
. 
respectively. It is obvious that the Markov chain is a 
· speci\l case of the Markov tree with (for first order case) 
j(i)=i-1. Likewise the Markov mesh is a special case of the 
third order Markov tree. 
From P(x1• ••Xn) the discriminant function can be 
obtained as in the preceeding section. Here there is a 
slight difference however. Not only must the paran1eters be 
known (or estimated), but the functional relationship j(i) 
mus·t also be determined. A method of obtaining this relation-
sbi.p from a probabilistically known population or from samples 
. 4 
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. , 
·. If xj is dependent on ~ then we say that there is a 4 
. branch o! the tree connecting Xi_ and xj • Consider only t~e 
f'irst order tree. To determine the tree consider all possible 
branches (first order dependencies) and assign a weight to 
each branch. This weight is da£ined a~ 
The branch weights are ordered and nwnbered so that 
branc.ll bi has a higher weight than bj if i< j. The tree 
is formed by selecting branches b 1 and b2• Then the next b 
which does not form a loop in the tree is added. This 
pro~cess o! adding bz:,anches of next lovrar weights under the 
restriction that no loops are formed (this restriction is 
needed because if a loop is formed. we would no longer have 
a tree) continues until al.l variables are included and the 
.~ 
tree is i'ormed. If' there are branches with identical weights 
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· Thus the first two branches are (:xz,~) and Cxt •Xi>• The · 
third and final branch may be either <x.i ,x4), (x2,x4), 
.\l! 1:1-.1 •• 
or(~,~). If we choose (x1,x4), the joint probability is 
P(x1x2~~)=P(x1 )P(:xz/~ )P(x,;/x.z)P(x4/x.i ) • The tree is shown 
in Fig. 4a. The other possible trees. are also show in Fig. 4 • 
An arrow !rom xj to x1 means :that xis dependent on x. j i 
For th~ case where the population is not probabilistica]Jy 
known I(Xj_,Xj) must be estimated. I(xi,xj) is estimated by 
" ~ £ (i,j) I(L,X) = L.. ·:ruv·(1,j) log ~u~2v.-_,... .... 
-
4 j u,v ' i'u(i) fu(j) · 
where fu,v 
,.., .. 
f (i,j) d~notes f(Xj_ = u, XJ· =v) and ru(i) denotes f(x1=u). u,v . . 
l\i,v(i,j) is the number of samp~es such that their i-th and 
j-th components assume the-values of u and v respectively. 
A, method of obtaining an optimum tree has been developed. 5 
' This was done by using·a computer. The program selected the 
28 
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Fig. 4 ~ples of Markov Tree 
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first· link 1n the chain. Then in an ite~ative procedure 
. ~ 
an optimum chain was arrived at. Another iterat,ive procedure 
... I 
• j' 
was then applied. to the optimum chain to obtain an optimum 
• 
tree. The criterion of optimality was a Jn¥1imwn error rate. 
. 
' 
Expariments4 were performed with the Markov trea and 
it was found that fo~ those particular experiments the .first 
order tree gives :in error rate one half that_ of the :first 
order.chain. 
Discrimina.ti~n Without Knorm Prob~biJity Distributions 
/ 
In the case where t~e probabili>'y,. distribution of t,ha 
population is not known ~be. underlying form o!. the probability 
is assumed (Markov' linear normal, quadradic normal, etc.) and .. 
. . 
the parameters are estimated. These estimates for the parameters 
are obtained from_ measureme;nts made. on samples (design samples) 
from known populations" The parameters (such as ·the mean and 
variance of the vari.ables)·are calculated £rom the design 
samples. Thus '°the ~rameters are functions of the . samples 
used. Changing the samples may change ,,the estimates. Changing 



























In estimating a parameter one desires an unbiased con-
sistent estimate. That is, an estimate is desired whose 
expected value is equal to the value of 'the estimated para-, 
etar and, as the number of design samples becomes large, an 
. stimate that approaches the trua value with probability 
e. We then have an estimate which has a mean equal to 
the true value and a spread (variance of the estimate) 
which is a functioh of the number of des,ign samples. For a 
large number of design samples the .spread is small while for 
a small number o! design samples the spre~d is large and the 
'4• 
estima ta may ba var;; far from the true value. 
For example, l~t ~1, r2, ••• , rn be n design samples 
· drawn i'rom a one-dimensional normal population with mean 
m and variance v2. Let the estimate for m be 
'r = (r1 + r2 + ••• + rn)/n 
and the estimate for v2 be 
- 2 - 2· 2· s2 = (r1 - r) .+ (r2 - r) + ••• + (rn - 'r) 
n-1 















value 0£ s2 is v2 and the variance of s2 is· 
.. 
·.'· a(r)(n-1)/n2 - b(r)(neo'J)/n2• a(r) and b(r) are parameters of 
the distribution of r and are finite. As may be seen as 
the number of samples, n, becomes very large the spread of 
s2· and r becomes zero and the value of the estimate app~O~Ches 
the true value with probability one._, .. 
In many cases the nwnber of design samples are too 
small and good estimates are not obtained. This gives 
rise to a major problem in classification theory~ the sample 
size problem. The difficulty arises when too man~ parameters 
are to be estimated.with to~ few samples. A second difficulty 
is determining the optimum number of destgn samples to be used~ 
~ 
and the relation between the n11mber of design samples and 
independent test _samples. These problems are as yet unsolved. 
Four Layer Process 
For reasonably good results, the number of design 
samples should be at least as large as the number of para-
meters to Qe estimated. This may be seen since w.ifh n variable~, 
only n m1ique equations· are possible. Thus, it there are more 
;2 
,, 
' ·- :._ .~. ; .. 
i 
I 
. .. . ~., 
... 
:'\ 






parameters to be ~stima.ted than the number of samples, the 
estimated parameters wiil not be independent of each other. 
Consider- the case .of 240 variables in each sample and 
consider 100 design samples. For the linear case (p.1;) 
240 coefficients must be estimated. If', however, a two 
level process which aconsists of 10 subsets of 24 variab's 
each is used, the nwnber of coefficients in the first layer 
to be estimated is.24 for each subset; the assumption is 
of course that the subsets are independent. In the second 
layer 1 O coefficients must be estimated. Ef.f'ect:i,,vely 34 
coefficients must be estimat~ with 100 _samples. (Essentially 
the design samples are broken up into 10 parts. Ea.ch part 
must estimate 24 coefficients and the complete design sample 
must estimate 10 for the second layer. This _effectively 
.... . 
makes the J4 coeff'icients that must be estiniated.) For a three 
layer process, consider bre~ing it up so that the first 
level consists of JO discriminant functions with 8 variables, 
.• 
the second level consists of 5 discriminant functions with 
6 variables, and the third consists of a discriminant 
. function with S variables •.. This will be denoted as (5,6,8). 
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·• 
level decision process is denoted as (N1, N2, ·~·,Nn)• n ~ 
Here Tf N1 = K = number 0£ variables 1n the samples. The i~ n 
number of coefficients to be estimated is given by L . N1 = s. 
. i~ 
It· is desired to minimize S. For the case n=2,' it should 
I • 
be obvious that N1=N2 = (240 for minimum s. Likewise for 
minimum Sin the general case N1=Nj. The problem is.to n I 
minimize ~ N. given that N:1 = K. This sum is minimized i=1 i 1 
if Ni = e = 2. 72 (p. 59). Thus to>·.avoid the sample size 
problem,.the decision process should consist of n = ln K 
number of layers with evariables input into each discriminant 
function. 
The number o:£ inputs must be an integer and cannot be 
~qual to e. If instead of e we w9uld use ~i = 3 • we would. 
obtain the following decision process: 
(J,J,3,3,3). ,, 
' One dummy variable would have to be added to achieve this 
process. Fifteen coefficients would have to be estimated. 
I£ the process (3,5,4,4) were used, 16 coefficients would 
have to be estimated. For the data used in the experiment 
' 











-~ .. -.:. :~ ..
easier to work with than the (3,3,3,J,;) process. Since 
16 is not significantly greater than 15, the four level 
process was evaluated using the assumption of linear normality 
to achieve the discriminant function. 
It is reasoned that the multi-level process may give 
more accurrate estimates o! the parameters than the single 
level because there are less parameters to estimate for 
the given design sample size. Although in each stage the !) 
discriminant function is linear, the overall discriminant 
function is not linear. It is quite complex.· So in addition 
to possibly providing better estimates for the parameters, 
the multi-level process implernents a complex decision which 
should give batter performance than the single plane of the 
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' Chapter 3. Experimental Work -........ 1.-,... .. 
• 
~ The Nature of the Samples 
The individuals that were to be classified were ·aerial 
photographs of tanks. These gray scale pictures were 
process·ed so that the picture consisted of 240 black or 
wp,.ite areas. Black was made to correspond to a binary 1 
while white corresponded to a binary o. The elements were 
in the form ot a 20 by 12 matrix. This lent itself quite 
naturally to the Marlcov mesh assumption. The pictures either 
contained a tank or they did not. The design samples con-
sisted of 50 tanks and 50 non-tanks. In addition there 
were 100 test samples (50 tanl~s and 50 non-tanks) which 
were used to determine how well the discriminant !unction 
would discriminate. It was· desired to determine how well 
.. a third order Ma.rlcov mesh asswnption would perform on the 
samples. The number of errors or classi.t'ication 0£ the test 
samples proVide-s a measure o! the "goodnesstt or the assumption • 
., 
36 


















Some pr~vious work has been done with the samples. 7 
, Asswnptions of binary independence, multivariate normal 
with equ·il cov-ariance (linear multi-norm), and multivar.iate 
normal with unequal covariance matrices (quadradic normal) 
were used to derive a discriminant .function. 
., 
A non-parametric procedure was also used to classify 
the pictures. This non-parametric method was one developed 
by Fix and Hodges. All design samples were stored in the 
computer. The unknown test sample is compared 'With the 
stored samples. ·The stored samples that are most similar 
to the test sample are selected. A classification based on 
the stored sample most like the test sample, the three closest 
stored samples, the five closest and the seven clos~·st·, , was 
made. In these four comparisions, if any of the ~selected 
stored samples was a non-tank, the test sample was classified 
as a non-tank; otherwise, it was classified as a tank. 
The 20 by 12 matrix ~as divided into submatricas. 
,· 
These submatrices are of five different types as shown 
in Fig. S thru Fig. 9. A discriminant function a.hd 
. ····------~ 
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a threshold is determined £or each submatrix of a particular 
·J_ format with the use of ·the design samples. The output 
·~ 
0£ each· submatrix (a O or 1) is then summed in a second 
<:, 
layer. The output of the second lsrer provides another 
0 or 1 which tells us to which population the sample belongs. 
~ 
In our case a 1 meant that the sample came from population 
1 (tanks) and a zero that it came from population 2 (non-
tanks). rn· the case of Format 1 (Fig.·S) a two layer 
' network _wasY- :not ppssible. 
~erimental Work 
' . 
A third order Markov.mesh distribution was assumed 
. ' 
£or th~probability in each population. The same design,. , 
' .. / 
and test samples as used in the previous work were used. 
A computer program was written to estimate the values of the 
coefficients of the discriminant function. 
A P~lco S-2000 computer was used to perform the 
calculations. The computer programs were written in 
Fortran rl language~ The programs are available from 
.the author. 
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8 5 x 6 blocks 
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samples to estimate a, b, ••• , .. h (p.2S). The estimate for 
·a is a = (r+1 )/(n+2) where r is the number of times 
i,j r/1 
that 21.,j is 1 when_~,j~1=0, X'.:i.-1,j=O, -~1,j_1·=0 and n is • 
the number o! times that ~,j_1=0, 21-1,t=O, xi-1 ,j_1=0. 
For large numbers of samples thi'"s approximation approaches 
the true value of a . • The values of b thru h v1ere estimated i,J 
in a similar m.a.nrier. After the program derived these 
. '~ 
estimates, the coefficients of the discriminant function 
could be calculated. Once having the coefficients the value 
1; •• 
of the disorirainant function was calculated and .. printed · 
for both design and test samples. A· now diagram is given 
in fig •. 1 O. A sample of the printout is given on page 61. 
'., 
A threshold was manually chosen as £ollows. The 
~ scores (values of the discriminant function) were examined 
for the 100 design samples. A threshdn.d was selected so 
.. 
as to give the least number o! errors in classification 
of the design samples •. In practice this threshold could 
be in a certain range. The threshold selected ~ra.s in the 
middle of the range. The scores or the test samples were 
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Fig. 10. Flow Diagram.for Markov }tesh Program 
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In the second level. the test samples were examined. 
,: 
.. ll A second level threshold was selected so as to provide 
for the least number of errors in classification of the 
).'( 
test samples. The total number o! test·' samples classified 
incorrectly is given in Table I. The results of previous 
work are also given. 
A FORTRAN rl program was also written to evaluate the 
£our level dicision process. This involved assuming a linear 
multivariate normal population !or each decision.6 The 
output of the f'ir:st level decisions were· made a 1 if the 
discriminant function is above or equal to the threshold 
and a zero- otherwise. The s~e pi--ocedure is followed for 
l. 
the 2nd and Jrd levels of decision. The program provides a print-
out of the value of the discriminant function of the fourth .. 
level. If this is positive or zero, the test sample is classified 
as a tank, otherwise it is classified as a non-tank. 
The same 1 00 design, __ ---o/ld 100 test samples are used 
as used in the program for the Markov assumption. A flow 
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used in the calculations of the program are _ given in the 
Appendix (p. .58). A sample printout is shown on page 62 • 
Results 
·As can be seen from TableI, the Markov mesh assumption 
did not produce better results than the dther methods. The 
number 0£ errors, to a certain extent is comparable with 
the linear multinorm. 
The number of errors occuring in the Markov mesh is 
greater than anticipated. It was thought that the Markov 
' mesh· assumption would prove better than the others because
the Markov mesh is based on binary variables and takes into 
aco(?unt dependency among the variables. A possible explanation 
of this poorer performance is that the number AJf parameters 
that had to be estj mated (indicated in Table I) for the 
discriminant function based on the Ma;-kov mesh may be too many 
!or the nwnber of des~ samples. A good estimate may not 
-r-
have been ·obtained. Tlti.s is the sample size problem. In 
Format 2, J, and 4, as the number of parameters to be estimated 
decreased, the number of eITors also tended to decrease. The 
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' be due to the chasge from a one level decision process in 
Format 1 to a two level decision process in Format 2. . 
. ., 
The four level decision process provided the fewest 
number of parameters to be estimated. Thus a small n~ber 
~ . 0£ design samples should not affect . the operation as severely ~ 
as in the other schemes. Thus the number of errors should be 
lower. The nun1ber of errors of classification was 31 - much 
higher than expected. This shouldn 1 t be due to the sample 
size problem since the number of design samples exceeded 
the number of parameters to/be estimated. The large number 
or errors may be due to the change from a one or two level 
process to a four level·process. As inputs into the linear 
multivariate normal discriminant .function, there were 4, 5, or 
J binary variables. For such a small number of binary 
variables the normal distribution is probably not a good 
.• ~i 
approx:ilnation. We are asswning normality when such an 
· assumption is apparently not warranted. Also with such a 
few variables in each subset, it is possible that the 














































· Chapter · 4, Conclusions 
A Markov mesh asswnption is used in a pattern 
classification problem and compared with classifications 
using other probability assumptions. Tlie Markov mesh 
assumption worked no better than the other methods. This 
may be due to the lack of sufficient design samples for the 
Marl<ov mesh. In this ·experiment one of the more elementary 
metho4s (linear multinorm) performed just as well as the 
complex Markov mesh method. 
'. 
A four level decision process was ~plemented in order 
to avoid the sample size problem. The number o! errors 
or classification were~much larger here than· expected. 
This is because the assumption of linear multinorm was 
not a good asslllllption and because the assumption that the 
subsets are independent may not be warranted. The problem "1l' 
of sample size was probably solved but further problems ware 
introduced by a bad assumption about the statistical make-up 
of the populations. 
Some ot the results indicate that the results depend 
somewhat on the ·number of layers of the decision process. 
All other things constant, as the number of layers increase, 
the number of errors also tend to inarease. 
1 -·' ,.:.., 
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.Markov Mesh Discriminant Function 
\ 
Using the coefficients a,b, ••• ,has defined Qn page 25, 
the probability ma.y be .written as follows: 
....,_· 
m n 
P(?{ ) = 7T. jT\=1 P(xij/Xi.1,j-1• ~-._11,j' xi,j-1) m,n 1=1 
i: 
. • · . 
=aij(1-~-1,j-1)(1-~1,j)(1-~,j-1)~ . 
• ( 1-a ) ( 1-Xj_-1. j-1) ( 1-Xj__ 1. j) ( 1-x..,_j-1) ( 1-~j) . ij . 
• bij Xj_j <1-X:L-1,j-1) ( 1-Xj_-1 t j ~ <~73.1)~; ' 
• (1-b1·>(1~j)(1-x..,__1,j-1)(1-x..,__1,j)(x..,_,j_1) 
J . 
• c . X..,.j ( 1-X;L..1 , j-1 )(x..,__ 1 , j )( 1-x..,_, j-1 ) 
iJ . 
~ (1-~~)(1-~ 1 j-1><~-1 J.)(1-~ .. J·-1> 
• ( 1-Cij) J.J --i- • --i ' '{:-i. 




• e Xj_/x..,_.1 j-1 )( 1-X:t-1 , j )( 1-~, j-1 ) ij 
<!> 
. 

































> . .a 
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x. j (x. 1 j 1 ) ( 1-x. 1 . ) (x. j 1. ) • rij i i- ' - .. a.- ,J . -i, -01 
• < 1~:r
1
.) C1-~j > <X;t..1,j-1 H1-~-1.j H~.j-1 > 
J ' 
g Xj_iXj,.1,j-1 HXj,..1,jH1-X'.j_,j.1) 
'' ij . . 
•(1-g ) <1-:x:ij)(~-1,j-1 )(~1 ,j><1-~.j-1). 
ij 
•h. ~j~1,j-1~-1,j,.,.j,.1 ij J . 
•(1-h >'1~j>~-1,j-1~1,j~,j-1 ij 
Aij = log a1j. - log (1-a1j) 
Dij = log (1-b . . ) - log (1-a.j) l.J l. 
4. 
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8i_j = . log ( 1-aij ) - log ( 1-cij ) .. + log ( 1-gij ) 
1i_j = log ( 1-a1j ) - log · ( 1-bij ) - log ( 1-oij) 
+ log ( 1-dij ) 
... 
I\j - log aij + log (1-c .. ) - log (1-aij) - log cij ' ' _1J 
,, 
+ log g .. 
J.J + log (~, -eij ) - log (1-gij) - log a .. J..J 
,· 
( 1-b . . ) ( 1-c . . ) d. . 
Nij = 1J 1J J.J log 
bijeij ( 1 ~:f ij )aij ( 1-aij J 
( 1-b .. ) ( 1 C>c •• )d .. 1J l.J 1J 
Q •• 1J = log b1jcij(1-~j)a1j(1-a1j) 
M 
' I# 
a1 . ( 1-a .. ) bi . c ... ( 1-d .. )e .. ( 1-f .. ) ( 1-g. J. )h. J. J 1J . J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1 1 
%_j = log ({-b .. )11-c .. )di :(·1-e. :)f·: .g .. (1-h.J.) 1J 1J J 1J iJ 1J ·-:1. 
Taking' the log o:f P(~ m,n>, we get 
m n 
~ 2 c. -~ 1 ' i=2 j=1 iJ - .J 
·-. 
- ' : . ···~. 
·. m · n 
+ <: ~ B L 
~· ij-i.-1 , j-1 
i=2 j=2 
m n 
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~2 ~2 ~jX;j_j~-1,j~-1,j-1 
Ii,·· 
+ t 'E 01jXj_jX:i_.1 • jXj_, j-1 
i=2 j=2 
m n 
+ ~ ~ Qijxi-1,j-1xi-1,jxi,j-1 
m n 
L ~ ~j~j~-1,j-1~.j-1~-1,j . 1=2 J~ + 
) (1-b1j)(1-c1 j)(1-e1j)(1-h1j) Qij = log 
( 1-a1 .) ( 1 ~d .. ) ( 1-f . . ) ( 1-g .. ) J 1J 1J 1J 
I£ we use a superscript to distinguish the coefficients 
from the djfferent populations, we obta:in identical equations 
' fort:~ log of the probability in the two populations except 
I. 
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<~/1). A . (2)) ~ ~ + ••• 
- ij x.tj i=1 j=1 
Linear Normal Discriminant Function with 
, .. ,: 
Estima ted.~Parameters 
_, 
Th~ discriminant function.is X'V (M1-M2) and the 
_, 
threshold is i(M1i-!~z)'V (M1-Mz). This assumes that t=1. 
Mand V are defined on page 12. 
M.and.V·a.ra not known but must be estimated. Assume 
that there are R design samples from population 1 and S 
from population 2. Ea.ch design sample gives us the variable 
~ (X(1) if from G1, or x(2) i£ !I-om G2), X=(~•Xz• ••• ,xn)• 
The k-th sample from a1 denote as ~(1) =(x1k(1),.:.Xnk<1)) 
and li.Rewise !or G2• Let M1 = (m1(1), ••• , Illn(1)) and 
M2 = (m1 (2), ... , mn (2)). Approximate m1 (1) by 
R 
( 1 /R) ~ xik ( 1 ) 
k=1 
<·~· '::·,\ ·, \~ . 
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and~ (2 ) by· (1/sL· 1 Xik <2> 
k=1 
ilso approximate v1j by sij• where 
A . 
!· 
~ ·, (1) (1))( (1)· (1)) 
s1 j = ~ X:i.k - m1 xjk - mj k=1 
+ ~ ( (2) (2))( (2) (2))1 /(R+s-2) 
~1 xik - IDj, xjk - mj 
These are the i'ormulas used in the com1)Uter program to 
evaluate the £our level decision process • 
... 
Derivation of Number 0£ Inputs for Optimum 
Multilevel Decision Process 
As given on page JI.; for optimality we need to minimize 
:tt,: 
n ,,,. n .. 
L Ni given that !" Ni = K. For optimality we expect to 
i=1 i=1 . 
have the same n1imber 0£ inputs to all levels. That is, 
Ni =Nj=N. Then 
n 
. N = K 
? 
We want to minimize nN 
·.,; 
,. 
N = K1 /n 
· 1 /n 
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1n N· = (1/n) ln K 
n = {ln K)/"ln N 
We then want to minimize 
Differentiating 
(ln K) N/ (ln~:J) 




(1/ ln N)2((1/ ln N) - 1) ~ 0 
( 1 / ln N) - 1 = O 






n = ln K (K = the ~11mber of variables 
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